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Control work 1
1. These cars . . . . . . in Uzbekistan.
A) produces
B) be produced C) are produced D)are producing
2. Samarkand . . . . . . by Amir Timur in the 14th century.
A) was ruled
B) is ruled
C) ruled
D) were ruled
3. Who is the founder of Algebra?
A) Al-Hakim at Termiziy
B) Abu Ali Ibn Sino
C) Khoja Ahmad Yassawiy D) Muhammad ibn Muso al-Khwarizmi
4. How is it called “ = ” in English?
A) parallel
B) equal
C) fraction

D) percent

5. Which of them is division?
A) +
B) -

C) ÷

D) X

6. Find multiplication.
A) +
B) -

C) ÷

D) X

7. A distinct period of history equal to 100 years.
A) age
B) generation C) month
D) ancient
8. A person who first starts some activities.
A) descendant B) generation C) ancestor

D) founder

9. A genealogical diagram of the people who live together.
A) ancestor
B) family tree C) descendant D) founder
10. Peter . . . . . . at seven o‘clock.
A) goes up
B) gets
C) gets up

D) woke up

11. . . . . . . you like this DVD?
A) Are
B) Have
C) Do

D) Does

12. We _____ live in a flat.
A) don’t
B) hasn’t

D) are not

C) doesn’t

13. a person who answers the questions during the interview

A) employer

B) interviewer C) manager

D) interviewee

14. He welcomed me with a wide smile and a warm
A) tradition
B) handshake C) appearance D) tea
15. Family gathering is a wonderful . . . . . . in each Uzbek family
A) tradition
B) superstition C) dinner
D) greeting
Write the words in the correct order to make sentences or questions
16. is for? most Uzbekistan What famous
______________________________________________________________
17. many / before / he / He/ write / die / at the age 70 / works.
______________________________________________________________
18. is the Algebra ? founder Who of
______________________________________________________________
19. of parts? work big Which five consists
______________________________________________________________
20. of these Which 783? was in scientists born
______________________________________________________________
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Control work 2
1. to get (money) for working.
A) babysitting
B) wage

C) earn

D) salary

2. jobs that you do for a few hours a week.
A) part-time job
B) full time job C) earn

D) salary

3. the smallest amount of money you can get for working by law.
A) babysitting
B) wage
C) earn
D) salary
4. . . . . . . read stories and play with children
A) paperboy
B) librarian
C) baby-sitter

D) cleaner

5. . . . . . . assist the people to choose the items to buy
A) paperboy
B) cashier
C) shop assistant
D) cleaner
6. I’ve never met an actor . . . . .
A) before
B) already
C) after

D) today

7. _____ is very good exercise.
A) Swim
B) To swim
C)Swimming

D) To swimming

8. Have you _____ been on a winter sports holiday?
A) always
B) ever
C) soon
D) before
9. They _____ pay for the tickets.
A) haven’t to B) don’t have C) don’t have to

D) mustn’t

10. a summary of education and employment experience
A) employer
B) knowledge C) CV
D) interviewee
11. a person who works for a company or another person
A) employer
B) trainee
C) manager

D) employee

12. knowledge and skill that is gained through time spent doing a job or
activity
A) experience
B) application
C) knowledge
D) salary
13. a person who answers the questions during the interview
A) employer
B) interviewer
C) manager
D) interviewee

14. Stephen _____ to visit his parents.
A) will
B) going
C) is going
15. I don’t _____ getting up early.
A) not like
B) want

C) enjoy

D) are going
D) -

Write the words in the correct order to make sentences or questions
16. nice / Good afternoon, / to/ you./ meet/
______________________________________________________________
17. in a team?/ you/ Do / work well
______________________________________________________________
18. a few questions./ would/ to ask/ We/ you/ like
______________________________________________________________
19. got / any questions?/ Have you
______________________________________________________________
20. start?/ could/ When / you
______________________________________________________________
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Final test
1. Admire (someone or something) deeply
A) respect
B) excite
C) amuse

D) fight

2. The place where a person was born
A) country
B) birthplace C) hospital

D) nation

3. Person who doesn’t want to change attitude or position
A) handsome B) hardworking C) stubborn
D) negative
4. A feeling of expectation and desire for a certain thing to happen
A) choice
B) hope
C) struggle
D) agony
5. Find “quadratic equation”
A) X
B) =

C) ¼

D) ax2 + bx + c = 0

6. Find “Fraction”
A) X
B) =

C) ¼

D) ax2 + bx + c =

7. Find “Square root”
A) ÷
B) +

C) %

D) √

8. I’m not ___________ enough to understand computers.
A) experience B) smart
C) selfish
D) handsome
9. Do you have any ___________ of working with kids?
A) confuse
B) program
C) experience D) research
10. Do not _________ me. I am revising for my exam.
A) confuse
B) laugh
C) look at
D) follow
11. A __________ child is allowed to do or have anything that it wants to.
A) smart
B) experienced C) spoiled
D) responsible
12. It is not easy task to _____________ success without hardworking.
A) achieve
B) learn
C) become
D) believe
13. You are ___________ for your future. Don’t blame others.
A) successful B) responsible C) hardworking D) suitable
14. These books belong to the college library, so you can ____ .
A) keep them forever B) own them for a while C) borrow them for a while

15. Paul has worked out a way to ______ .
A) solve the problem
B) create the problem C) increase the problem
Fill the gaps with the correct tenses (active or passive voice).
In the year 122 AD, the Roman Emperor Hadrian (visit) 16. ____________
_________ his rovinces in Britain. On his visit, the Roman soldiers (tell)
17. __________________ him that Pictish tribes from Britain’s
north(attack)
18. __________________ them. So Hadrian (give) 19.__________________
the order to build a protective wall across one of the narrowest parts of the
country. After 6 years of hard work, the Wall (finish) 20. _______________
in 128. It (be) _____________ 117 kilometres long and about 4 metres high.
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